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newspaper El Pais as "the po.itl-ca- l
emigrant.'' The article says Diaz
is being sent out of the country and
expresses the opinion that there will
be no elections in Mexico in the time
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MOTOR TRANSPORT MEETING
London, July 18. Numerous delegates from Canada, Australia ana other parts of the empire are in London
for the Imperial Motor Transport conference.
Today the delegates were
entertained at a luncheon presided over by Prince Arthur of Connaught,
who has accepted the presidency of
the conference. Tomorrow the delegates will attend the opening of the
industrial motor vehicle exhibition at
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D

The regular sessions of the conference will be opened Monday and continued through the week. Many ques
tions of wide interest and Importance
are scheduled for consideration. These
will Include road transport, the relations between British manufacturers
and buyers overseas, and rural transport and the uses of the motor to the
agriculturist.

COMMITTEE HAS A

WHO REMAINED OUT,
AFTER TAPS ARE PUNISHED '
AFTER A HEARING

With practically ail details of the
camp in full operation and ari the
men taking to. the work with a hearty
will the encampment of the Etate
militia promises to prova of great
benefit to all of tha officers
and enlisted men. Adjutant General
Albert S. Brookes arrived; this afternoon and will remain at the camp
unti'i it closes.
The general interest that Is being
taken by all the men has given the
officers new enthusiasm and they anticipate a most successful ten dayB'
maneuvers.
The general program of the camp
was followed today the same as yesterday. Battalion parade took place
at 5:30 o'clock last night followed
by the guard1 mount at 6 o'clock.
Both were witnessed by a large number of Las Vegas citizens and were
well executed. These wril occur each
evening at the same hour. Of all the
operations that usually occur during
an encampment these two perhaps are

the:.mt,wi?roJngiJ'pa;!,,Crtptn,u

Domingo Pocheco and Lieutenant
Baca of Company B, Santa Fe, were
officer of the day and otficer of the
guard.
In the battalion parade an excellent idea of the handling of a large
body of men is shown and such a
Bight is an education In itself for the
spectators. The guard mount lias rts
usual formal ceremonies and aiso is
interesting to watch.
Colonel E. C. Abbott thi. jtiorning
stated that all the work thus far had
been done In an excellent manner
that is a credit to any militia, considering the newness of a large porAROUSING IRE OF WOULD-Btion of the men and the short time
that they have been in the camp.
CONGRESSMAN
One special work of the past two
day has been devoted to perfecting
SITUATION the sanitary conditions in the camp.
THE ' INDIANA
This work under the efficient direction of Major S. A. Milliken has proPEOPLE OF THAT STATE WERE
gressed rapidly and by the latter part
TO BE SPANKED FOR BEING
of this week, according to Major
UNAPPRECIATIVE
the camp will be in a better
shape as far as sanitary conditions
are concerned than ever before in
Washington, July IS. How the Nathe history of the New Mexico National Association oi Manufacturers
tional Guard encampments. The proproposed to concentrate its energies
that is now in order is to train
for the election of lormer Speaker gram
company officer to have the
every
Cannon in the 1908 campaign, was deconditions of his own company the
scribed in one of the first "Mulhall
best possible. A kitchen inclnerary
s
letters" brought before the senate
been instaUed in all tne company
by committee today. The letter bear- - kitcheng A largQ lncinerary is main-in- g
on Cannon was written to Mulhail taraed for the use of all the com-b- y
'
Secretary Schwedtman of the man-- panies An 00,i that is not used at
ufacturers, August 17, i908.
these tables is burned in tnese
and thus all danger from
The committee decided to immediately hear S. W. McClave, republi- diseases is averted. Major Mffllken
can candidate for congress in the this morning stated that after 14
Sixth New Jersey district, where a years of service in this department
special election is to be held Tuesday. he was at last beginning to realize
Mulhall testified yesterday that he the benefits of his work. The men
had run McClave's campaign against wno have been in the Berviee for sevW'illiam Hughes in 1907. McClave to- eral years naturally fall into the line
day wired Senator Cummins he would of sanitary workings and pracUea'ily
leave Jersey City at noon and the all the old members can be trusted
committee decided to hear him as soon to handle conditions of their camp
without instruction from the surgeon
as he reached "Washington.
t
of Muinall on general.
The
The various companies in the prist
McClave yesterday aroused the ire of
have been trained to keep sanitary
the two republican members of the conditions in the
camp while at the
committee, who declared it was an at- nu-obut now they are receiving
tempt to play politics. Schwedimav
:is .o hot to maintain simwrote Mulhall about the stiuntion n. ilar erf: Mi ions when
they ore in reat
Indiana, in which he said:
here there will bo do l,i:ch-c- n
cwi'
"If we win, most or the vwVl wil'
riiiigfs or other modern Improvebe due to your good work. If some ct ments such as at present are inour political frienJs should forget it stalled In
Camp McDonald. The sanlater on, I want to take a trip with itary perfection of the camp Is ar, imyou into Indiana (for the purpose of portant .esmt!l of a nacrfnJ
laying these good people over on our meet and it ia ihrouch this arm ef
knees and g'vinc them the kind of f
spanking they ouht to have."
front
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"I think I would like to have one
of those advisory places on the canal
commission," it said. "They pay
and "require a visit to the isthmus
once in three months. I cou'id hold it
and live in Kansas, being there at
least half of my time and when the
fight got hot I could resign."
Bryan is Scathed
"Aside from the technical and legal
question of the right of a publw servant to sell his services twice the
public announcement by Mr. Bryan
democratic
that his
tastes cannot live on an income of
$12,900 a year presents a moral question ,for the consideration of the Am
erican people," declared Senator Town- send, republican, of Michigan in a
speech in the senate today.
' The
question is simply this, whether, under the circumstances, it Is
the duty of the citizen and the public
servant to modify his style of living
to within his legitimate income."
He declared other cabinet officers
were living on $12,000; that subordin
ates in the government departments!
would not be allowed to do other
work while holding their positions;
and because of his previous attitude
before the people, Mr. Bryan should
have felt an obligation to live with
more rigidness.
"If the American people remam silent at this time, and by their silence
give their inferential approval or assent to the polily Mr. Bryan has announced," said the senator "that attitude of an official toward his duties
must be assigned to bo a permanent
feature of our governmental institutions.
"At a time when most unusual foreign complications confront us, when
the Japanese question is before .us,
when our relations with the disturbed
republic to the south of us are nost

--
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HEAD OF THE STATE'S MILITARY
FORCES COMES FROM SANTA
FE TO TAKE COMMAND

SOLDIERS

RE-

ing a finger at Ashurst, ''I have not
spent $100 of the funds of the United
States to carry telegrams to my constituents, as has the senator from
Arizona, many of which snould have
been paid for by himself."
Senator Ashurst denied the charge
absolutely and "dared" Bristow to pro
CANDIREPUBLICAN
duce proofs. The whole allegation, BRINGING
HEARDATE
MULHALL
INTO
he replied, "was wholly baseless and
ING OBJECTED TO
without foundation."
Bristow reiterated that the "senator had sent at public expense, tele
grams pertaining to private business." CLAIMS HE RAN CAMPAIGN
The letter which precipitated the
row was one Bristow had written to STAR WITNESS GIVES TESTIMONY
Senator Chester I. Long, May 27,

tional Independent Political league.
Exercises were held m Faneuil hall
and at the memorial on Boston common in memory of Colonel Shaw,
ho
commanded the first regiment of negro troops that fought for the Union.

HU-SA-

e

ARRIVES AT

Washington, July IS. The senate
democrats today sacteeutu in tauiing
Senator Bristow s resolution aimed
at secretary Bryan's proposed six
weeks' lecture tour. '1'ne resolution
would have called on President
to advise the senate what salary
would be suificient to keep Mr. Bryan
ROWING REGATTA AT ST. PAUL continuously at his post, and was
St. Paul. Minn., July IS The an- prompted by the secretary's public
nual regatta of the Northwestern In- announcement that he was obliged to
ternational Rowing association, which augment his pay of $12,000 a year by
was originally scheduled to begin on lectures to meet his living expenses.
the Mississippi river here today; has
Senators Poindexter and Borah
been postponed until Friday and Sat- voted with the democrats to table the
urday of next week. The boat clubs resolution. The vote was 41 to 29.
The debate developed a sharp ex
of Winnipeg, Duluth and a number of
other cities are expected to take part change' between Bristow and Senator
Ashurst when the latter read a letter intended to show that Bristow
FORT WAGNER ANNIVERSARY
Boston, July 18. The fiftieth anni- years ago had expressed a wish to
versary of the battle of Fort Wagner, be an Isthmian canal commissioner,
in which negro troops took so impor- - with the suggestion .that he need not
much time "on me Job."
tant a part, was celebrated here
day mirier the air nicei "of the New i "Since I have been a member of

$297,-000,00-

one-tent- h

THE LECTURE

HOWEVER,
REMARKS,
SULT IN BOOMERANG), COM
ING BACK STRONG

-

Upon the basis of ten months for
the coming fiscal year, the report
estimates that the receipts from customs alone under the new bill wil'i
be $266,730,000; from Income tax,
FORTS AT WU SUNG, WITH THEIR
$58,030,000; corporation tax, $37,000,-000- ;
KANSAS CITY LIVE STO.K
Refuse Extradition Papers
TROOPS, GO OVER TO THE
internal revenue, including tax
Kansas
re18.
San
Refusal
City, July 18. Hogs,
Calif.,
Diego,
July
REBELS
on cotton futures of $5,000,000;
of Mexican authorities at Ensenada, ceipts 4,000. Market 10 cents higher.
and that the revenue from all
capital of the northern district of Low- Bulk $9.159.22; heavy $910!).20;
other sources will bring the total for
er California, to honor extradition pa- rackers and butchers $9.109.25;
NEW
PRESIDENTPROCLAIftIED
Disthe fiscal year to $998,810,000.
pers from the governor of California lights $9 15(g,9.25; pigs $7.75G'8.75.
bursements were estimated for the
for the return of Joseph E. LeRoy,
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steaat
experts
treasury
SEyear
coming
by
SOUTHERNERS ANNOUNCE
Prime fed steers $8.50S.S0;
here
dy.
with
highway
charged
robbery,
$994,790,000.
LECTION OF TSEN CHUN
will be reported to the department of dressed beef steers $7(8,40; western
In analyzing the bill the committee
FORMER VICEROY
steers $6.&0825; southern ..;rs
state by District Attorney Utley.
"deemed the amendments' of the
$5. 50 7. 60: cows $4.107; heifers
house entirely too drastic, especially
stockers and feeders
BIG CHILDREN'S
PICNIC
?5.508.75;
that authorizing examination of forFANATICISM
FOR
FAMOUS
bulls
,18.
tar5
Kan.,
cent
a
Atchison,
Twenty
$4.508.75' calves
July
$4.757.50;
per
eign manufacturers,
thousand Kansas children are guests $69.50.
iff discount on imports In American
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market weak.
ships, and other like features which PROVISIONAL EXECUTIVE IS POS- here of Balie P. Waggoner, a millionchilLambs
his
were stricken out. Particular attenaire
man.at
annual
railroad
$78; yearlings $4.75fr7.5.7.':
SESSOR OF AN UNENVIABLE
tion Is called to the senate provision
All the expenses, even wethers $4.25(fi5.25; ewes $3.504.50;
dren's
picnic.
RECORD
"designated1 to furnish the president
including railroad fare to Atchison, stockers and feeders $2 . 504 25.
with power to Impose tariff duties
are borne by Mr, Wagonner. Eenter-tainmeof a retaliatory character
upon a'd
Pekin, China, July 18. The
provided includes a distribuarticles comprised In a specific list,
brought about by the 'rebellion tion of toys and flowers, automobile
which include agricultural products:" in the southern provinces of China has parades, land and water athletic con- EARTHQUAKE SHOCK
Another important feature added by improved somewhat today, res.-dec- l
test h. baseball games, exhibition drill
the senate committee is a tax of from the northern point of view. Fevj by the United States troops from Fort
ROCKS SOCORRO
of one cent a poiind on cot- er soldiers have deserted the governLeavenworth, and day and night fire
ton sold through stock exchanges for nient of. Provisional "president Yuan works.
future delivery, the report says:
Shi Kui than had ioea anticipated, j Governor Hughes and staff
and
"The committee believes the sub- Heavy fighting is reported at
of the Kansas Na- DISHES ARE KNOCKED OFF OF
three
Kaij
companies
ject matter to be one fit for the im- Kaing in the 'province of Kiang SI at- - tional Guard are here for the outing.
TABLES AND PEOPLE ARE
MILDLY SHAKEN
position of a proper tax. not only be- ter'the little fighting recently.
cause of its indirect influence in elimbeen
Joined
have
The southerners
inating a parasite which has afflicted by the forts of Wu Sung, a steport COMMISSIONER OPENS OFFICE
Socorro, N. M., July 18. At 11:30
of
18. William Lea
in
purchases
July
the business dealing
Washington,
o'clock
this morning an earthquake
at
10 miles north of Shang Hat, and
cotton for future delivery, but beChambers, whose nomination as com- shock rocked buildings and .shook
bofh
southern
the
capital,
missioner of mediation and concilia- dishes off shelves in
cause it will result In the collection Nanking,
houses, but did
in the province of Kiang Si, while the
sum of revenue
of a considerable
tion, heading the new federal board no material
them
damage. This is the first
force of troops occupying
for adjustment of eastern
from a business that is not suscep, large
railway
shock
felt here since just
to
rebels.
over
also
the
has
earthquake
gone
President Wilson totible of Just taxation in any other
San Francisco quake, when
the
alter
The leaders .of the southern forces wage disputes,
sent to the senate, opened tem- a number of shocks were
way."
felt, some
issued a proclamation today annouue-in- g day
offices today. Judge Martin
Reduction of the basic exemption
porary
a
of buildnumber
of
of
as
which
destroyed
the
appointment
president
A. Knapp, of the commerce court,
from income taxes from $4,000, as in
faults in the mountain ran
a
Chun
Earth
of
the
Tsen
ings.
Husan,
republic
unmarried
ana Assistant Secretary Post of the
the house" bill, to $3,000 for
former viceroy of Canton and Yuan
ges nearby are given by geologists
department of labor, designated to
persona and the consequent rearof
old
Kai's
Shi
Chun'
enemy.
Wang
com
act with Commissioner Chambers, as the cause the disturbances.
rangement of this, the report
is named foreign minister and called with him on the
Wei
follows.
as
ments upon
president.
reduces the Cheng Hsuan.Huai finance minister.
committee
"Your
amnnnt nf exemotion of income to All three are considered fanatics in
TV,
.1
TODAY IN CONGRESS
CONSIDERING RESIGNATION
m umiei diwh
$3,000 and al'iows on account or tne nonuum cuues.
18 Directors of
New
York,
in
July
the
of
that
very generally
Peking
marriage an additional exemption
are financing the revolution. the New York, New Haven and Hart$1,000 to either the husband or wife Japanese
ford railroad were to ..ieet here again
Washington. July IS. Senate: Met
where they are living together, but,
to
on
act
the
of
at
noon.
resignation
today
minor
a
of
case
In
the
not to both.
MEXICO "ONS JAF
President Charles S. Mellen, tendered
President submitted nominations for
child or children living with and leunusual late yesterday. Although it is under- confirmation.
Mexico City, July. lS.-- An
dependent upon the parents, sucn
conis to be paid the new Japanese stood that some of the directors askhonor
additional
an
allowed
is
Lobby Investigation committee
parent
Mexican
the
minister
ed
Martin
Mr.
M.
government,
Mellen
Mulhall.
to
by
decihear
reconsider
to
child
his
tinued
emption of $500 for one minor
n,
commissionconsistin-childref
sion, according to present plans, he
Democrats submitted report on
and up to $1,000 on account of minor It is sending a
foreign-arof
the
an
one
of
reduction
as
will retire
the head of the New
representative
average
bill, showing
except where both parents
taxable, in which case no exemp-- ' office and two military attaches tc Haven and allied lines not later than of 27.65 per cent from existing rates.
House: Met at noon.
tion Is al'iowed on account of the chil meet him at the port of Manzanillo. October 1 next.

ARMY

GEN.A.S.BR00KES

',

fixed.
El Independianete also frankly expresses the opinion that Diaz has
been practically exiled.

Wilson Holds Conference
Washington, July 18. Consideration
of the Mexican situation took much
of the time of the president and the
cabinet at a regular session today,
and Secretary Bryan had a long conference with the president before the
other members arrived.
Althoiighlre.jjre.sfentatfons V'Ve coming
in irviu vui'iuus aouryufi, luw aumims-- j
tration is looking forward' to first
hand information
from Ambassador
Wilson, now on his way from Mexico
City. It was again authoritatively
stated today that the altitude of the
daministration still was unchanged.

NO OBJECTION TO

HIS

PREPARES
IS.The sealing
ship Erik, formerly Used by Commander Peary, is being prepared at
St. Johns, N. F. S., to go to the aid
of the steamer Diana, which went
ashore in Belle Isie Straits, with the
MacMillan expedition on board. The
Erik Is a larger ship than the Diana,
and will probably be ready to sail
within a week.
RESCUE SHIP
New York, July

CUSS MEXICAN SITUATION

furnishings

monopoly."

ARE HURT

Cleveland, O., July ', 18. Big Four
ARE CAUSTIC passenger train No. 11 struck the
NEWSPAPERS
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern passenger train due at Cleveland at
ROAST THE EXECUTIVE AND SAY
4:25 a. m, between Perry and MadiHE IS TRYING TO HANG
son, east of here, early today while
ON TO HIS OFFICE
the Lake Shore train was held up
by a stalled freight. It splintered
the dining cars and telescoped the
WILSON HOLDS
CONFERENCE next car, a Pullman,
injuring 12 pas
.
sengers.

THIS MORNING
sils, hardware, and similar products
of our factories' will remove a considerable part of the burden of tariff
Mexico City, July 18. General Felix
Washington, July 18 Au average
now
taxation
as
borne
farmer
the
by
Diaz,
cent
27.64
the
appointed special ambassauor
under
eduction of
per
well as the dweller in the city and to Japan to express the thanks of
rates of the. existing
tariff law is! proposed by the demo- the laborer In the factory, field and Mexico to the Japanese for their parj
ticipation in Mexico's centennial in
tariff bill mines."
cratic Underwood-Simmon- s
Sweeping reductions In the metal 1910 is referred to editorially by the
upon which the senate" began general
schedule are treated In the report
with considerable comment. Pig iron,
ferromanganese and other products
were placed on the free list by the
committee, and the report says:
xne house bill places iron ore
upon the free list, mainly because it
was found that the domestic supply
of iron ore was largely controlled by
the United' States steel corporation
and for the purpose of aiding the independent iron and steel manufacturers in their competition with this

grave and fraught with mighty respon
sibilities; indeed at this time above
all others, the statement of Mr. Bryan
that he proposed to desert his office
for the purpose of personal financial
gain comes as a shock to all thoughtful people.
"This action is even more inexcusable when it is known that the secre'
tary, has been in office but a few
months and from the nature of things
SENATE rtEFUSES TO PASS RESO- he cannot have become familiar with
all of the responslblities of his great
LUTION "KIDDING" SECREposition.
TARY BRYAN
"If he has resigned as secretary,
giving as his reason that he could not
FATHER live on his salary and by inference
IS ITS
BRISTOW
that he owed a higher duty to his
desire for wealth than he did to pub
ARIZONA
ASHURST
SENATOR
OF
lic service, there would have been
SPRINGS SURPRISE ON PRO- -'
less reason for public complaint, but
GRESSIVE KANSAN
to hold office and draw the full sal
aiy for only a part of the time he
rendered service Is In
lit MENTIONS1 "SOFT JOB" improper and inexcusable."my Judgment

MISSION

HONORED

debate today, according to the report
of the finance committeee majority
submitted by Senator F. M. Simmons.
The report also shows that the bill
as reported to the senate provides
rates 4.2 per cent lower than the
Underwood bill as it passed the house
and that from it, together with other
government receipts for the fiscal
'
year ending June 30, 1914, there will
be an estimated surplus In the government treasury or ?2,O20,0OO.
A salient feature of this bill, it is
pointed out, is the large Increase of
imports to be admitted1 free of duty.
Under the house bill the value of free
listed imports, on the basis of 1912
importations, was $103,000,000, wheres
as the democrats of the senate In
by sweeping hangea:propose, to
free list import" valued at $1

PAID BIG PRICE
Chicago, July 18. The Tribune,
that its story is authorized by
President Comiskey, and supported by
a perusal of the bill of sale, today
declared that the price paid Milwaukee

TWELVE

CITY EDITION

18, 1913.

for the sensational outfielder, Larry
Chappelle, was: Cash, $13,500; players, John Beall or $1,000, if for any
reason Beall failed to report for work;
one catcher by January 2, 1914, or if
a satisfactory man cannot be found,

SCHEME

"The house bill and amendments

made by the committer on finance
placed
agricultural Implements of
and1 description, fenca
AVERAGE IS 27.64 PER CENT UN- every , kind
cotton, begging and
and
wire,
bailing
DER RATES OF THE
biauKets, boots and Ehoes, cetits,
LAW
lumber, coal, harness,
ment, nails,
caddies, cotton gins, Wigons, carts,
ACT bagging for grain, wooi and other
THAN
HOUSE
LOWER
bags, sewing machines and many
other articles of daiiy utility on the
SENATE CUTS DOWN DUTIES AS free list. In common with the rest
'
of our people, our agricultural popuFIXED IN UNDERWOOD'S
lation will share In the benefit
PET MEASURE
brought about by the reduction of
the duties on Sugar and lis eventual
The substantial reducSURPLUS elimination.
BIO
TO
RAISE
tions made all along the Hue on cot
ton and woolen goods, wearing ap$2,020,000 TO BE LEFT IN TREAS
parel of every description, on crockURY WHEN ALL BILLS ARE
and utenery, household
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are like
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CUES

RESUMES

LIFE IK THE

PRISON

$2,689,-094.7-

LIFE

ESCAPED
WHO
TERMER
LAST FALL IS RETURNED TO
STATE PENITENTIARY

Santa Fe, July IS. C. F. Lambert,
mounted policeman, returned yesterday
afternoon from Nogales, Ariz., bringing
with him Andres Calles, the life prisoner who escaped from the state peniCalles
tentiary here last November.
came back to New Mexico without requisition papers, probably because he
was in so bad in Arizona that in all
probability he would have been in the
penitentiary there before many weeks.
From the story Lambert learned at
Nogales. Calles had been working at
a mine about 20 miles from Nogales,
and the night before pay day broke
Into the secretary's office, stole all the
pay checks, then swiped a horse and
saddle and rode into Nogales. He had
succeeded in cashing about $200 worth
of the checks when he was arrested
before he had walked across the lfne
into Mexico. Just the day before Lam- Bernalillo
bert arrived, Calles had been discov- Chaves
ered industriously trying to saw his Colfax .
.
way out of the county Jail, and had Curry
Dona
Ana
sawed through the bars of the inner
of two cells in which he was confined. Eddy
These saws were found in the sole of Grant
his shoe. Adding his crimes together, Guadalupe
Lincoln
the grand jury, which was in stmslon,
Luna
only had six Indictments against him,
and when Lambert arrived to bring McKinley
Mora
him back to New Mexico, he only hesiOtero
tated a minute, evidently decided that
Quay
one sentence, even il it was for life, Rio Arriba
was better than six consecutive senRoosevelt .
tences served among strange
Sandoval
and announced his willing- San Juan
ness to return without requisition pa- San
Miguel
pers. Otherwise had he fought extra- Santa Fe
dition, and had New Mexico had to Sierra
wa" until Arizona was through with Socorro
him he would probably have been Taos
gray bonded before again taking up Torrance
his fi'oile ia the Santa Fe peniten- Union
tiary,
Valencia .

Total Tax on
Tax Roll
.

.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggists will refund money
if i ZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
p of itching, blind, bleeding or protruding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.

IIONTANO

.

3

matter of penalties has

$305,561.95
292,964.97
281.526.63
113,852.33
193,072.70
192,571.39
203,411.85

$244,673.12

104,844.13
102,354.67
113.285.45
55,791.24

69,581.67
86,996.45
105,963.06
52,056.48

93,810.32
131,043.46

67,375.86
98,251.58

128,577.98

113,bo7.56

55,086.55
101,919.87
52,108.42

42,073.44

116,454.39
226,786.61
182,882.16
60,404.60
143,003.84
38,525.05
72,668.33
139,159.55
95,402.72

KILLS SELF

WITH CARBOLIC ACID

80.07
67.76
74.77
78.34

198,506.88
210,486.26

89,188.13
155,687.63

80.64
73.80
87.73
66.37
85.00
93.54
93.31
71.82

142,104.75
178,452.94

'

74,128.26
31.860.06
58,780.03
165,542.79
101,171.39
34,789.93
106,391.99
30,400.96
43.889.07

'

"

50.47

PRICES

WAISTS

25.33

just
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IIECEPTION

Ar

MAN

Dili
TAOS

INVOLVED IN ALLEGED IL
LEGAL TRANSACTION IS DEAD
IN ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque, N. M, July 18. Pedro
Montano, 70 years old, for many years
ALL ENTERTAINMENT RECORDS
a resident of Las Vegas, committed
ARE BROKEN BY PEOPLE OF
suicide yesterday afternoon by swal
THE ANCIENT CITY
lowing the contents of a
bottle of carbolic acla. Montano took
Governor and Mrs. AIcDonala and
his life in a bed room in the home or
State Engineer and Mrs. French
his brother-in-law- ,
J. J. Gonzales, of
at 8 p. ni. lhot evening from 1324
South
The following
Broadway.
a two day trip to Taos by auto, says
note was found beside the bed:
yesterday's Santa Fe New Mexican.
"If I happen to die notify Dr. F. H.
Neither the governor or Mr. French
are novices when it comes to being Huning in Ventura, California. Do not
the victim of a more or less elaborate tell ray wife until everything is over.
McMillin has $33 and papers belongreception, but both unite in saying that
all previous records tre eclipsed by ing to me. Pedro Montano."
Montano arrived in Albuquerque at
the cordiality visited upon the two
7:25
o'clock Wednesday evening.
distinguished visitors by the Taos val
ley folks. And this goes for the red Shortly after his arrival he was taken
men as well as the white. Why the into custody by the local police at the
governor just can't get through talk request of Ben Coles, city marsnal of
ing about the way the Indians of the! Las Vegas. Coles requested that MonTaos pueblo treated him. In fact had tano be held pending the arrival of
he been the fabled
ontezuma', who John W. Harris, president of the Peo
to
Indian
according
legend, will some ple's Bank and Trust company of Las
Harris arrived at midnight
day return, it Is doubtful if there Vegas.
Thursday
night and It developed that
would have been a more
elaborate
ceremonial. The Indians were the he and Montano had uifflculty In Las
fishermen too, who caught and were Vegas, a thousand dollars being in
rmonsible for the bounteous fish fry volved in the dispute, fl is said. Har
which tickled the palates of the execu- ris and Montano had a conference
Wednesday night and again yesterday
tive party. The governor says that
the governor of the Taos pueblo morning. They straightened out their
and about BO braves all decorated 'ev- business affairs, according to Harris,
en Including their ponies, met the auto and Montano had agreed to meet him
and escorted they to the fish fry. And at Chief McMlllin's office yesterday af
the decorations too ere worthy of ternoon for a final conversation.
not':. When an Indian dips his hand Shortly before 1 o'clock Montano sent
J. J. Gonzales, to
In the white ochre and puts white his brother-in-law- ,
hand prints all over his horse and an the police station to tell Harris that
eagle feather In Its tall that's just the he would not meet him, as hs was
same as "made In Paris" to an Ameri- 111. Gonzales went to deliver the mescan, well, the horses as well as the sage and while he was In the police
bucks had all their war paint on and station his daughter telephoned to Pothen s- jae. And after the fish fry they liceman Pablo Lujan that Montano
put on a dance the like of which Gov- was dying, having poisoned himself.
ernor McDonald gays he never saw and Policeman Lujan, accompanied by a
Gonzales
he's only '"en la New Mexico about physician, rushed to the
house, but Montano was dying when
30 years. nut this Is all second
el; if von want to get the story they reached the place, expiring soon
after their arrival. Mrs. Gonzales
sftrht, just talk to any of the four said
that at 12:30 Montano had asked
who made the trip.
her to lot him lie down in a bed room,
Th Difrence Between "The Summer asking that the door be locked as he
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
wished to sleep. Mr-a- . Gonzales comWhile the former is hav'ng a "good plied with the
request and locked Montime" the latter is too often dragsin? tano In
the
room.
At 1 o'clock she
run
mound nervous,
down, tired ouc,
heard
noises
and
and unlocked
groans
w:i. aching back and weary limbs,
rVcpless and wretched. Often it Is the door, finding Montano in a dying
trouble not female trouble and condition.
T'ov fcidney Pills are a direct and Montano has a wife and two child- ri.
jw mm- help for tne conait on
rcn, two boys and two girls, who are
ond Rod Cross Dvus Sto;
at present in Ventura, Calif., where
A J v.
five-ounc- e

Lo-rn?-

-

thr,.r

Linen' and Lingerie Dresses, Parasols,
Millinery, Lawns, Batistes, Dimities, Ti
Ratines ana all
Fancy Wash Goods at

;

HALF PRICE

in Patent,' Tan Calf md Gun Metal, sizes Sh to 2, worth $1.65
to $2 . 50, special , per pair
; .Q
Qc

ALL SILKS

including

All Silk, Lace and
Fancy Waists, including
an excellent variety of
the season's best styles,

t t t t t t r r r f t
NEWS

G
Established

HALF PRICE

f

FROM THE CAPITAL

39.60

Crepe de
Chien, Taffeta, China,
Foulard and

'

'

Fancy

6 0071
1862

Silks, at

South Side Pldja

ONE THIRD OFF

ing day of the convention there will mass of facts and
figures which will
be a notable narada Dnrtrnvino. mo oe
compiled in an official report and
of organized
history,
made public after their arrival home.
There will be examples of the old hand The commissioners believe
that the
apparatus. Horse drawn engines will information they have
gathered in
be in line, and as a climax will be respect to rural credit
systems, methseen the modern motor driven en- ods of
and the manner
gines, trucks and carts. Old time in which farm products are marketed
"vamps." wearing their uniform, will In Europe will be of particular inter-

1 1

1

1

Messalines,

Charmeuse,

Laa Vea,Loulin5'toro

V.

Ih'V'EBNOH

All Suits, Coats, Silk,
Wool,

Misses Pumps and Sandals

Santa Fe, N. M., July 18 Nathan
Haines of Hagerman has filed water
application No. 785 with the state en
101,571.37
,27.01
gineer. Mr. Haines has a pumping
85,513.07
10.37
proposition over there which will irri- take part in the parade..
they went a month ago from Las Ve- gate his farm of 90 acres, the pump
gas. Montano was at the ticket win- discharging 2,200 gallons a minute.
DON'T vuse a cough medicine condow in the Santa Fe depot Wednesday
New Company Formed
taining opium or morphine.
They
The Southwestern Real Estate and constipate the bowels and An not
purchasing a ticket to Los Angeles
Examine
when the police took him Into custody. Improvement company has filed incor cure, only stifle the, cough.
Iho IdK1
It u .
11
uipuiuiaa conIt is said that a week ago Montano poration papers with, the state corpo tains uuc.auu
the-g- l
harmfullopfat.ea refuse it.
TiYlTpv'a li.nnnw arA n'V.J
mreatenea ip taife ms sire.
A ration commii&iou.' The new Jompany
Tbe body is being held pending in- names G. L. Brookes of 409 West Cop contains no opiates, Is healing and
O. G. Schaefer
structions from Ventura.
and Red
per avenue, Albuquerque, N. M as the soothing.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
According to those familiar with agent of the company. The capital
Montano's affairs. It is said that there stock of $100,000, is divided into $1.00
COMMISSION COMING HOME
was no reason why he should take his shares and is all
subscribed, tu L.
London, July IS. The American
life.
Brookes holds 99,998 shares and E. L. commission appointed1 to investigate
Pharmacist B. Ruppe says that Mon Grose and H. O. Brooks hold one
agricultural finance, production, distano bought the acid there, complying share each, and these men are
tne tribution and
in Europe,
with the registration regulations and incorporators and directors.
has completed its tour and today the
declaring he wanted it for a sore leg.
commissioners sailed for home. In
Aztec Files Complaint
An informal complaint was filed Austria, France, England and the
When the baby is suffering the dou- with the state
corporation commission other countries visited the commisble affliction of hot weather and bow-e- l
this
the commercial club sioners were received with every
by
morning
disorders, the remedy needed Is
BABT ELIXIR. It reduces the of Aztec, San Juan county. The com- courtesy, government officials, hank
feverish condition,- corrects the stom- plaint deals with the railroad service ers, heads of agricultural societies
ach and checks looseness of the bow- handed out by the D. and R. G. on
the and others placing at their disposal
els.
Price 25c and 50c nsr hnmv Aztec
and
branch.
The every possible facility that would aid
Farmington
Sold hy Central Drug Co. Adv.
complaint sets out that going or com- the Americans in their investigation.
The commissioners have gathered' a
ing because of tbe connections at
it is necessary to spend the
night at Durango. The recital further
states that the train service could De
arranged so as to make direct con
nections at Durango and gives a sam
pie time table. One of the commis
sioners stated that there was probably
justice in Aztec's complaint, but inas1
much as. Farmington is the end of the
O. G. SCHAEFER
line and about an hour run further
away from Durango than Aztec, the
complaint would not be taken up with
CAPITAL PAID IN
the railroad unless Farmington also
in
it.
joined
78.93
60.40
72.99
89.63

PRICE

in Patent, Vici Kid, Tan Calf, Brown Satin, White Canvas and
Black Corded Silk, worth from $2 50 to $4.50, per
pair, all
sizes and widths, special, per pair

$1.98

DRESSES

AND

AT JUST HALF

HALF PRICE

42.41
25.60
21.07

'

SUITS

WOMEN'S OXFORDS PUMPS
AND STRAP SANDALS

ON LINGERIE

19.93
32.24

49.53
27.01
44.68

72.99
55.32
57.59
74.40

ATTRACTIVE

For this week only we
will offer our entire line
tf waists at exceptionally
low prices.
$1.25 Lingerie
Waists
75c
$1.75 Lingerie
Waists
.$1.00
$2.00 and $2.75
Waists
.$1.50
$3.50 Lingerie
Waists
$2.00
All Lingerie Waists
worth $4.00 to $7.50, at

11.61
23.63
27.27
38.86

76.37
72.73
61.14

CLOSES SATURDAY, JULY 29

21.66
19.36
26.20
12.27
33.63
15.00
6.46
6.69
28.18
25.03

74.97
88.39
,

JULY

Percent
Del'q't.

Col.

"mim))f

OUR ANNUAL

-

Percent

-

I

been very
loosely handled, being collected sometimes, and sometimes, and rather too
frequently, It is. said, rebated, especially If the tax payer happened to be
a good friend of the collector.
That way of doing business, however,
is a thing of the past, and since under
the law each collector la liable on his
bond for twice the amount he fails
to account for, steps will be taken to
collect double the amount unaccount
ed for in any collector's final report.
In the percentage collected1 Luna
county has displaced McKlnley for
first position, McKinley now being
second, while Bernalillo. Dona Ana.
Grant, Lincoln, Quay and Valencia
have each collected1 80 per cent or
more of their taxes Santa Fe gives
up last place which it occupied one
month ago to San Juan, Santa Fe being next to last with Sierra a close
third from the last. The detailed col
lections in each county including the
percentage collected and uncollected
Is given below:

Amount Tax
Collected to
June 30

.....r.zz
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DELINQUENT TAX COLLECTIONS
NOT PROCEEDING RAPIDLY
"Santa Fe, N M., July 18. The trav.
eling auditor has just finished compiling the status of the 1912 taxes
on June 30. On that date
had been collected out of a
total of $3,597,071.16. This amounts
to 74.75 per cent collected and 25.25
per cent uncollected to June 30. The
25 per cent unco'ilected amounts to
which uunder the law
$907,976.43,
bears interest at the rate of 1 per
cent a month from the date it became delinquent which was May 1.
This means that the state should get
for Interest on the delinquent taxes
the sum of $9,079.78 for the month of
June alone. It was learned at the of
fice of the traveling auditor this morn
ing that this department Intends to
keep a strict account of these penalties with the collector In each of the
counties, and they will be asked to
account for all of It, the amount Being easily computed from the data
on file in the traveling auditor's office. It Is said that fn tne past this

FRIDAY, JULY 18, 1913.

est and benefit to the people of the
United States.

.M. Q .Moo n n
Tina
ntl.nn IIP JI
""J
HUUlUdl
seven occasions
accomplished the
double feat of scoring 1,000 runs and
taking 100 wickets in one season. At
the age of 65 Dr. Grace is still as
keenly interested in cricket as he
was in the days when he was learning
the game in his father's orchard with
three dogs to assist in the fielding, j
Q

Stings or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or
should be treated promptly, asItching
they
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
awnm
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
uu,u Hiuiseptic and beaUng. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

The agonizing discomfort and sense
suffocation that accompany hay
fever and asthma may be
greatly alleviated by the use of Foley's
and Tar Compound. It has Honey
effect on the mucus linings, soothing
and relieves the gasping and ticklin? sensation in the throat and bronchial
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

"GRAND

TEXAS

OLD MAN

OF CRICKET"

London, July 18. Dr William G.
Grace, known throughout the English-speakinworld as the "grand old man
of cricket," received the congratulations of a host of admirers today on
the occasion of his sixty-fiftbirthday anniversary. "W.
as he is
familiarly called by the devotees of
the game, is universally conceded to
be the greatest cricketer who ever
played. In first class matches he
has played no fewer than 12G three-figur- e
innings 125 in England and
one in Australia and in all kinds of
cricket he has hit as many 217 hundreds, a feat which no other cricketer
g

h

of

VOTES

ON

AMENDMENTS

Austin, Tex., July 18 At a general
election tomorrow several
proposed
amendments to the constitution of
Texas will be submitted to the voters
of the state for their adoption or rejection. The amendment of greatest
Importance . Is one authorizing improvement districts to Issue bonds hy
a majority vote instead of
s
as at present, apd' permitting bonds
to be issued for the construction of
public warehouses. Another amendment purposes to empower the legis
lature to prescribe salaries for state,
county, district and precinct officers,
abolishing the fee system.
two-third-

Where

Shall We

mum mm

his
Summer?
kjo

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, Ihe Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address
D. I

BATCHELOR
Agent

La Vegas, N. M.

....n-- i.
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REP CROSS

It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition.
Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

7

,

'-

vr

1.

M. Ciiiinlnurhnm

-

PrpsfdAnt

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis. Ass't. Cash

Frank Springer.

LAS VKOAS
Interest

FIRE CHIEFS IN CONVENTION
New York, July 1 New York
city
is preparing to entertain early in Sep-

tember the greatest gathering of firefighters ever held. The occasion will
be the forty-firs- t
annual convention of
the International Association of Fire
Engineers. Fire chiefs from nearly
every large city of the United States
and Canada will foe in attendance. In
addition there will be present representatives of the fin departments of
London,
Paris, niihiin. Edinburgh.
Frankfort, Melbourne, ' Cape Town,
Honolulu and a number of other for
eign cities.
In connection with the gathering a
mammoth exhibition of modern fire- fighting appartus will be given in the
Grand Central Palace. There also
will he many outdoor demonstrations
by New Pork firemen. On the open- -

$50,000.00

ifrf-

'

,

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime vnn
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to ep.t full rf
impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.

T.,iBiffin f

DRUG CO.

Paid On Time Deposits

CAPITAL STOCK

-

.

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

VVm. Q. HAYUON

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Vice

INTEREST

PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer

,
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which is characteristically an Ameri- In the challenge race for the Brooklyn
can
idea, Is to have the work of neg- Yacht club Ocean Challenge cup, now
TO
TO
TO
TO
otiating a course divided into depar- held by the New Rochelle Yacht club,
tmentsa thoroughly scientific yachts- are expected to finish tonight, the
man to do nothing but watch the line being established off the Marine
A
canvas, another to do nothing but and Field, club in Gravesend Bay. The
Many Also Get Diarrhoea What it
observe wind conditions, another to course, which is 280 nautical miles,
Do n Either Case
handle the wheel, and the like. This involved a point as far east as the
Summer ought to be the months cf
LA
is calculated to produce results that Vineyard Sound lightship and then
YS XT
most perfect health, but oyuiis to conVO.JU
''ft
could not be attained by one man west, passing south of Block Island
i
taminated vaier anl milk, unripe
having complete charge of everything and Long. Island. The challenging
d
ai
Insacii
fru't, germs
tha average
the general idea being that which sloop was Commodore Crowley's Edia-na- , FAMOUS HUNTER OF ANIMALS cf health is not
CAUSES
FOREST SERVICE ISSUES A BULCHALLENGE
UPTON'S
good at this time of
ANOTHER
TO
s
TRIP
PLANS
IN
LETIN FOR THE INFORMATION
brings about the presence of five
and the New Rochelle organizaINTEREST
RENEWED
th i year. Th.re is muc l skin trouble
AFRICAN WILDS
on the Imperator and that rne tion selected as defenders B. R. StodOF FARMERS
YACHTING IN NEW YORK
from acid fruits, and much dyspepsia
American defender will be in charge dard's sloop Amada, R. M. Bavier's
and diarrhoea from cold foods
and
Buffalo Jones of Las Vegas and evof strategy is entirely yawl Hyperion. Edlana allowed HyWashington, July IS The forest
iced beverages.
While nothing definite in the way of of such board
the greatest catcher of
in
Amada
last
the
of
course,
and
erywhere
odd
50
and
minutes,
likely, although,
building
service
has devised a decalogue ror
perion
the
designing
The
skin
for
trouble
is
plans
easily stopped
will depend upoi the receives an hour and 20 minutes. To- living, wild animals in the world
the use of farmers In the plains re
a few days,
of America's cup defenders may yet analysis that
fruit
by
for
discontinuing
the managing owner, who- day, the New Rochelle club Is holding who made his first expedition to the and
gions. These ten commandments are
be announced, chiefly for the reason wishes of
by the use of a mild laxative to
from Mombassa country of South Africa In
be. I know of "ne uu n a cruising race for sailboats
ever
of
he
members
may
to be displayed as part of the exhibit
clean the bowels and tone the blood.
that none of the racing
as yet who would not tolerate str'i a com- Echo Bay to Stratford Shoals and re- 19ld, is going back there In November The
the New York Yacht club has
dyspepsia is likewise corrected Wis., who finds Bhe can give it to her which the forest service is preparing
event will be of this year to bring home, among othwere he in charge. At least, I turn, and a power-boa- t
mittee
the
in
matter,
steps
use of a laxative that has com baby without causing cramps or pains, for an exposition to be held during
definite
the
taken
hy
be would not.
conducted this afternoon in front of er wonders, two living and matured bined with it the elements of a
conthere is an undercurrent of activity think
diges- and Mrs. Wm. O. Rlchter, Clayville, October at Tulsa, Oklahoma, in
one of which the Sells-Flotfrom Larchmont yes- the club' house.
for
down
gorillas,
Coming
which
nection
undoubtedly
international
with
the
tive tonic. Hence the best remedy Va., who consider it a laxative tonic
eighth
in other directions
Acushia
shows have offered him $100,000 to use is
I ran across a man whose opinG. M. Hecktcher')
Dr. Cal.dwell's Syrup Pepstn, absolutely unexcelled. They know of dry farming congress. The command
will be found next summer not to have terday,
Bufaffairs nautical are entitled won the race yesterday In her class cash, says the Denver Post. But
come amiss, says Fair Play in the New ions upon
which, as its name indicates, is a no pleas an ter cure for constipation, ments for owners of windbreaks are
said that while at the Larchmont Yacht club by 23 falo Jones says he won t' take $iu0,00o
He
to
vast
respect
the
one
regatthing
For
York Post.
pleasant laxative combined with the liver trouble, indigestion, summer di- as follows:
not a great deal of interest secods, over R. H. Ellis' Iroquois II, cash says, indeed, that he worn take
I. Place the windbreak at right
virtues of pepsin, which we all know arrhoea, etc. It is valuable to all the
ta committee ot the New York Yacht there was
he did find a by 37 seconds over J. P. Morgan's anything says that no man has ever
angles to the direction of injurious
is the best cure for indigestion.
to
club is bending every effort to insure in cup lefence matters,
from
old
Chil
family
age..
infancy
confidence that Lipton Graying, and by 50 seconds over C. C. yet captured alive and kept alive a
Use Syrup Pepsin also for summer dren like its taste. All druggists sell prevailing winds.
en almost complete representation of deal of quiet
defeated, wHich he Rumrill's Pleione, the rest being beat-te- full grown gorilla and that when he, diarrhoea. Avoid
be
would
again
roster
II. Devote from
h
to
the largest sailing craft In the
astringents, physics it at fifty cents and one dollar a botto justify.
does it, people will willWinners
Buffalo
in
much
way
unable
was
margins.
Jones,
any
larger
cruise
by
of the farm to timber. Its proannual
August
and cathartics, as they are unneces tle, the latter being the family size.
of the club on the
"It is as clear as writing on the in other classes were Josephine, Hope- ingly pay $5 to see the marvel.
to the eastward. This to the end that
Families wishing to
a free sum- tective value more than pays for the
sarily harsh. Thousands of good
wall
that this fellow Nicholson is a well, Nepsi, Vandalia, Alert, Veda. "But I'm going to do it," said Buf- American families prefer Dr. Cald- pie bottle can obtain try
mates
both crews and skippers and
it, postpaid, by ground it occupies, to say nothing of
he said, "and if any proof Robin Hood IT, Sybilla, Rascal, Wild falo Jones, referring to the gorilla. well's
the timber yield.
them
Dr.
among
B.
W.
Syrup
Pepsin,
may have experience in the keenest wizard,"
Caldwell, 418
addressing
when the chal- Thyme Turquoise, Scylla Pixey, Vir- "I'm going to bring home two of them,
III. Plant -- only species suited to
those ol Mrs. W. A. Taylor, Belolt, Washington St., Monticello, III.
sort of racing, such as unquestionably as to that were desired
was first accepted, the success ginia, Twinkle, La Rochelle, Dragon and I'll bring them home so that they
windbreak use, to tae vegion and to
will characterize the series between lenger
and of his Fly, Tautog and Virge.
will live."
alos," he ezplained, "are a cross be- tears and slashes and crushes. And the locality.
Shamrock IV and the American de of his schooner Margharite
should
months
He is a quiet man, . Buffalo jones; tween a buffalo and a cow, and I am
the
in
past
Istria
IV. Plant rapid growers for quick
sloop
there isn't any of what I can call hu
fender.
and the mightiest hunter "before the Lord"
oortninlv ho accented as final. It. nif'.y Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholerasellins catalo robes now for $350 manity in gorillas. A'nd the rhino is results; but underplant with slower
It is thoroughly recognized that in
Diarrhoea Remedy.
of his day; a quiet man and not over
be that the New York Yacht club
Wonderful lustrous
and a fighter a much fiercer fighter than growing species, which are usually
apipce.
the past few years with such sloops as
W. .s. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania tall and somewhat lean of body, and beautiful
or!
the
Mr.
whether
goes,
care
cup
doesn't
and the lion. The lion has got sense. He longer lived and more valuable.
robes
and
too;
are,
they
White
Heather,
Istria, Ilyria,
not no, I won't say that, because it is farmer, residing near Fleming, P. O., he has New England stamped on ev- their meat is good eating.
V.
can learn. He seems able to think.
Supplement a deciduous wind
Shamrock, 'lie British have sairod
face.
"For the past fourteen ery feature of his weather-beatefoolish, but just the same I fail to st(; Ta., says:
,
break
Roose- But the rhino is
was
"But
after
with evergreens to afford proit
President
sticker-of
Binsl?
v
ith
and
experience
almost
very
big
Colic
of our piesent atti
trs I have used Chamberlain's
It Is true that he was born in Illinois velt as he was then made me game blind. He can't
tection in winter.
the same
type of the two where the merits
well.
see
He
just
lie. Lipton will bring o' er a Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in my sixty years and more ago; but his warden of Yellowstone
VI. Separate trees by the
Is,
park that I follows the scent. He just goes plumb
atji! tude
prospective cup con;-..l.spacing
ex- father was a Boston Yankee and Buf
an
to
be
It
found
crew
officers
have
and
and
with'
family
crack
sloop
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The amount of the total authorized
capital stock of the corporation Is Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) divided
into five hundred (500) shares of the
par value of One Hundred Dollars
($100) each, and the amount of capital stock with which it shall commence business is Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000).
V.
The names and postoffice addresses
of the Incorporators, and the number
of shares subscribed for by each, the
aggregate of which is Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000), are as follows:
Name and address ,
Shares Amt.
Isaac Davis, LaB Vegas, N. ,

,....,...28

M

Rose B. Davis, Las Vegas,
N. M

,,

F. O. Klhiberg, Las Vegas,
N.--

'

$2800

,;

1

100

;

100

VI.

The term for which this corporation
is to exist ia fifty (50) year8.r,,
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals thjs 8th
day of July, A. D., ipi3.
l,
ISAAC DAVIS
(Seal)
ROSE B. DAVIS,
(Seal)
F. O. KIHLBERG,
(Seal)
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 8th day of July, A. D., 1913,
before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the above county
and State, personally appeared Isaac
Davis, Rose B. Davis and F. O. Kihl-berto me known to be the same per
sons whose names are subscribed to
the foregoing instrument, and who
signed the same, and each for himself
and not one for the, other acknowled.
ed that he signed, sealed and execut
ed the same as his free act and deed.
Witness my hand and notarial seal
the day and year in this certifi.'.ate.
above written.
...
(Notarial Seal) PABLO ULIBARRI,
Notary Public
My commission expires April 8, 1914.
Endorsed: No. 7600. Cor. Rcc'd.
Vol. 6, Page 225, Certificate of Incor
poration of The Ike Davis Company
Filed in Office of State Corporation
Commission July 9, 1913; 9 a. m. Ed
win F. Coard, Clerk. Compared J.
to M. H.
State of New Mexico
County of San Miguel, ss.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 12th
day of July, A. D., 1913 at 9:45 o'clock
a. m., and was duly recorded in Book
No. 1 of Rec. Of Art. of Inc. page 319
on this 12th day Of July, A. D. 1913.
Witness my hand and seal of office.

.

'

LORENZO

DELGADO,

Recorder.
County Clerk and
By WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
o

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, July it. The advance
In stocks of the earlier part of the
week, interrupted yesterday, was continued today and speculative sentiment
was more cheerful, although there
were so many factors n the general
situation calculated to make for conservatism that traders were unwilling
to committt themselves heavily. Cable
advices indicted that a better feeling
prevailed in the prinlcapl European
centers, and there was some buying
here for foreign accounts.
Steel was the most conspicuous
stock in the market, and the buoyant
manner in which it rose suggested

Drought to

over. The reactionary tendency which
developed after the opening
disappeared, .and in the last part of the
forenoon, rose strongly again. Gains
of 1 to 2 points were made by virtually
all of the important stocks. Bonds
were firm.
Extreme duliness was the only noteworthy feature of the noon hour. Active issues showed some inclination
to yield fractionally, while California
Petroleum fell to a. new low record.
The midday dip in prices failed to
bring out increased offerings, and lit
tle headway was made on the down
ward swing. Aa the last hour approached new buying orders were put
in. The list slowly advanced again,
nearly reaching a level with the day's
high figures.
The market closed steady. Highest prices of the day were reached in
the last hour. Although there was no
no heavy buying Buch as characterized
the morning trading, stocks found a
ready market at slowly
advancing
prices. Steel, Reading and Union Pacific gained two points or more each
and Amalgamated
Profit taking
in the last few minutes scaled down
the leaders fractionally. The last
sales were as follows:
67V4
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar
1094
96
Atchison
Northern Pacific
107
.
160
Reading
Southern Pacific
92
Union Pacific
147"&
56
United States Steel
107
United States Steel, pfd.4

1.

.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, July 18 Wheat declined
today, influenced to some extent because of predictions of larger world's
shipments. Buying here was only of
a scattered, fcort and speculators as a

inclined to the selling side. Openlower.
ing prices were Va to '4
to
September, which started at 86
86
a loss Ot V, fell to 86. The close
was steady with September
net
higher at 87.
Nebraska
Rains in Kansas and
weakened corn. September opened a
to 61,
off at 61
shade to
but rallied to 61.
dropped to 60
The close was easy at 67 for September, a net gain or
.
';j
Oata suffered from free selling by
local iraders'. September started unand sagchanged 6' Ya up at
ged to 39Va but later rose to 39 ()Higher prices for Bogs carried proto
visions up. First sales were 2
12 15 higher,, including
September
options at $21.30 to $21.42 for pork;
$11.85 to $11. 95 for lard and $11.95
for ribs. The closing quotations were
as follows:
"Wheat, July 86; September 87;
December 90.
Corn, July 61; September
December 58.
Oats, July
September 39;
December 41.
Pork, July $22.10; September $21.35.
Lard, July $11.80; Sept. $11.92;
October $11.97; January $10.75;
Ribs, July $11.87; Sept. $11.95:
October $11.75; January $10.90.
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There's a place for everything, but
of us cannot find

the trouble is most
the place.

It isn't our poverty that makes m
discontented, but the riches of our
neighbors.
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Bring this advertisement to our
W
not later than
one week from today and receive,
'
" " absoluteIJ' free,' a regular 10c card of

f

-N-

Thes? popular .nfvr
are not ordinary hooks and
eyes or snapsthey, will completely overcome your
tr
difficulties.
The free cards ars not samples but the same value for
which you would regylariy pay 10c.
VVe make this most unusual and liberal offer
as we are confident
you will find Wilson Dress-hook- s
the very thing- you have always
wanted.
They can't come unhooked or "pop" open accidentally.
They hold securely without bulge or rap, though you can unhook
them with perfect case. Guaranteed pot to rust or crush in
washing
and ironing, ami to outlast any
garment; perfectly flat and never show
Don t neglect this opportunity to try the Wilson Dress-hooyou have seen so widely advertised in the leading magazines and stvle
books. Used by fashionable women
everywhere
and endorsed by leading dressmakers.

Cut Out this Advertisement
nnd present at our Notion Department.
Lnrgo and
small sizi-s- ; Gray, LiacK and White colors. One dozen
on a card. We enn not give a card to any one who has
roceivi'da c:ird frno from any merchant or the Wilson
Dress-hooCo., Cleveland, O. None u'ma to children
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

LAS VEGANS TAKE

PERSONALS

INTEREST IN

FIVE

11:00 a. m. First sergeant's call.
11:15 a. m. School call. Companies
will be assembled and instructed by
the company officers In arm signals.
11:45 a. m. Recall from school.

GEN.A.S.BR09IS
ARRIVES

A BANK CHECK

AT
a
12:00 Dinner,
is the way to pay your bilis, because tnen you have a check on each bill. It is easy to keep your
Colorado
Holland of
Thomas
'
Band
accounts
straight when you have yotff flioney in the bank, because the bank keeps your accounts
Springs was a business visitor here
7:40 a. ni, First call for inspection.
for
you and saves you many hour ot work and worry. Start a bank account with us,
straight
today.
By regimental adjutant. Same condiand
will
see the convenience, and afterwards", the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank
Pueblo,
o
Newman
you
Miss .Gajitell
.
tions as for companies.
and
friends
DO
town
account.
YOUR BANKING WITH US.
In
is
visiting
Colo.,
7:50 a m. Assembly. By regiment
relatives.
CHAVEZ AND NEWMAN BOTH ARE
(Continued from Page One)
al adiutant.
Same condition as for
WE PAY 4 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
Laurence Linn left this afternoon
SCHEDULED TO APPEAR IN
companies.
visit
wnl
he
Mound
where
:for Wagon
the service that the conditions that
DENVER TONIGHT
8:30 a. m. Band practice.
relatives for a few weeks.
tend to fill the hospita'is are removed
10:00 a. m. Band practice.
.
in
came
Mrs. E. L. Goff of Laniy
Louis Newmah tonight w.ll box a and the men, through careful instruc4:45 p. m. First call for parade.
visfew
a
days'
for
yesterday evening
cou'est with Lee Morrlsoy tion, are assured of good health.
Battalion.
'
it with friends In this city.
Milliken
in Denvef in one of the preliminaries
"All
the
said
Major
men,"
4:50 p. m, Assembly.
comD. W. Landers, a well known
of the Knight-Whitnebout, and Ben- this morning, "in the regiment have
5:05 p. m. Adjutant's call.
a
was
Texas,
mercial man of Dallas,
v,)ll
caught the spirit of sanitary condiny Chavez, the 'jlasy
Each
company commander, assisted
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
box a
go with Kid Pep- tions and by Sunday I expect to see by his lieutenants, will make an InSanfor
Charles A. Spiess left today
pers. Both fights are interesting :ve this camp in such a sanitary condiof his company, between asta Fo on a short business trip. ,He Las Vegas and Albuquerque fans, nc tion that even the strictest of critics spection and
TODAY'S BASEBALL THE SOUTHWESTERN SAVINGS, LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION
adjutant's call.
sembly
week.
will return the first of next
Newman Is to fight in Las Vegas next would find it hard to criticise.
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, for six months commencing January 1, 1913,
Guard mount will immediately folMrs. C. W. Allen of Bisbee, Ariz.,
Colonel Abbott this morning an- low parade.
will fight
Chavez
and
and ending June 30, 1913.
night
Thursday
earned this afternoon. She will visit
the lat- nounced that band concerts would
not
Chico
in
Albuquerque
particompanies
Battling
parade,
During
National League
Resources.
Liabilities.
her parents, Mr, and Mrs. A. J. Wertz. ter part bf this month.
be given at the camp by the regiment cipating will be formed so as to obon
Loans
estate
$163,075.05
real
Prentice White returned this aftereach
First
of
the
infantry
Newman' is not worrying aboui his al band
serve the' parade, reports to be taken
Chicago at Boston; rain.
1162,980.85
Loans on collateral security 5,127.53 Installment stock .
noon from Watrous where he has battle tonight, as his "man is
from this date for the bene- from them 'by O. D.
evening
rain.
merely
at
Brooklyn;
Pittsburgh
Real
estate
15,915.00
been visiting friends for the past week. an
Paid
stock
.
citizens
9,411.08
up
6:00 p. m. Supper.
St. Louis at New York; rain; 2 Furniture and
amateur, while Louie claims the fit of the so'idiers and the
fixtures.. 441.45
S. B. Davis, Jr., left this afternoon
to the title in the lightweight of Las Vegas who visit the camp.
10:45 p. m. Call to quarters.
games.
right
27,072.36
Cash
.
13,921.27 Surplus
lor Santa Fe on a short business trip. division in the Rocky Mountain region. These concerts will start at 7 o'clock
11:00 p. m. Taps.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia; cloudy. Bins receivable
He will return the first of next week. Chavez should have no trouble in put- and continue for nearly two hours, j
Undivided profits (Includ ed
Accrued and unpaid Interthis
Cecilio Rosenwald leiurned
in surplus)
but there is al- The regimental band is one of the
American
his
man,
away
League
ting
est
(not considered hereno
afternoon from Albuquerque where lie
a chance to lose as well as win best bands in the southwest and
COLl) FORMERLY WAS FATAL
ways
.
in)
two
Dividends unpaid (on stock,
doubt Las Vegas citizens will take
has been on business for the past
Philadelphia at Chicago; rain.
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WILLING TO COMPROMISE

PECULIAR LIFE

Uriankhai at One Time Dwelled In Siberia, but Have Been Driven to
China by Russian.

AT THE

The Uriankhai are a poor, semi-no- inadic tribe, who have been driven lntc
the recesses of one of the most dlffl-- ,
cult and remote regions of Asia by
stronger advancing hordes of Tartars
and Siberian Russians. They used to
dwell In better lands on the Siberian
aide, but now they are all within the
Chinese empire in the peculiar mounbasin around the sources
of the Yenisei.
The existence of these people in
thia region la peculiar, says the Wide
"World Magazine. Long, long ago there
there was a race of people who inhabited the banks of the Yenisei In
who tilled the soil and worked
metals. They made stone implements
until they learned how to make bronze
ones, and later they attained to the
knowledge of Iron. They covered the
the
land with gigantic
'burial-place- s
of their chiefs; they drew
pictures on the rocks, and wrote their
strange picture language, thereby
us a clew to their identity and
helping us to know something about
them.
Hordes of men from the south, however, drove them out of this good land,
and they retreated to the far north,
where they still exist. They live there
in a bleak land of tundra, within the
Arctic circle, and are called Samoyeds
primitive people who have returned
almost to the status of the stone age.
But a portion of the tribe remained
for a time, and gradually retreated farther Into the inaccessible forests to
the south and east, where we now
find the remnant in the remote corners of the Upper Yenisei basin.
s
These are the Uriankhai, the
or, as some call them, "the

,
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wild

Uriankut" Outside food,
and reindeer skin are their sole
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CAUSE OF CHILD'S

MISTRUST

Many Mothers Pil to Give Babes Satisfactory Answer When Questioned About Command.

TRAIL'S

By WALTER

END

SCOTT.
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State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
In the District Court
Alblnita Portillos de Montoya,
Plaintiff,
vs.
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scraping of feet
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LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

LORENZO DELGADO,
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NOTICE.
NUMBER, MAIN 0.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern'
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
Girl for genera'i
houseof the Ten Lakes Land company. No WANTED
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arrestapply.
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universal panacea, curing "convul
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and strengthening "the brain, senses right Black Henri's dog team was
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E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B. Meet
every

Ml
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O. F. LA3 VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening ai
their hall on Sixth street. All vlst
ing brethren cordially Incited to at
Gut
tend. F. D. Fries, N G
Lehman, V. G.; T M Elwood

CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at T:J0 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; P. O.
Blood. Secretary.

1.

:

Secretary; Far) Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedcock, cemetery trustes.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet li the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mr. J. O. Rutledxs, Wortay Mahall, on the second , and fourt
tron; Mrs. Ajmes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m.
Telephone Uala S2.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Clerk; Z. w. Montague, Local Da
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members- are espe102 Me38 every Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordially inviv
O. R. C Hall, on Douglai avenue.at
ed.
? o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertx, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURpresident; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays of each month,
B
P. o. ELKS
Meeta second and
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma- n
month Elks home on Ninth street
President; A. D. Tillman, Finand Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
cordially invited: Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
J. MUIb, Hxalted. Ruler; D. W. Con-doMontague, assistant deputy, 1011
Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
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first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-- f
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
0'-ilaconclave
d Tues-""o'clock p m. Visiting brothers' ar
day In each month at Mainvited.
Isaac Appal
cordially
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
President, Charles Greenciay, 8e
Kinkel, B. C; Chas. Tmme,
retary.

COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,

ALL GROCERS

NOTICE.

The Deep Lake Hunting and Fishing club has leased the lake known
as the Deep lake, which is located
south of the La Jara take of this
group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
"he allowed to hunt or fish upon this
property except members of the club,
and all persons going there must be
prepared to show a membership card
in this organization. Otherwise they
will be arrested for trespassing.
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHING CLUB.
a substitute is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
they give better results than any other kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. ,G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Devlne, G. K.;
EL

DORADO

Frank

AngeL

t.

yfK

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS

OF PY

Arrive
No. 2.... 9:10
11:05
No ,4
2:05
No. 8
1:45
No. 10

Bepsri
1:15

p. m
p. m
a. m

2:10

1:45 p.
6:16 a.
4:30 p.
7:00 a.

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs
Phone

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Ma-l- n

227

1200 Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Dtlrvery
- 50
to 200
Each

lbs.,
lbs.,
Dslivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dslivery

.20c per 100
25c per 100
.

..30c per
40c per
50c per

lb.
lb.
lb.

100
100 lbs.
100 lb

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
ol Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
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OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

ordered livierjand by constipation.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
iH improve them both.
For sale by
rt 11 dealers.
Adv.

Market Finders
Classifie't
those

ad.

who MIGHT

search out the people to whom among au
BUY the particular thing Is worth most

That property rou want to sell is WORTH M03T o soaisos
the ads. In thia newspaper and would aover near
your property unless it wore advertised here.
who reads

1

xO

,
Others, who read and ans er ads. in this newspaper want (&i
are anxious to pay cash for) hooks, automobiles, used machUisry
and furniture, art.clos of selulnes of any sort, and musical
struments.

As the classified ads. are read by all possible traye'.s, of all
sible sorts of thlijs, they have corns to be finders of tb best an.t
keta.

-

11:CB p. a
2:10 a.

GRYBTMLiDE"

Improve Your Complexion.
Your complexion as well as your
temper is rendered miserable by a dis-

CORAfta

EAST BOUND

8.

p. m
THIAS Meets ev
ery Monday even
WEST BOUND
Ing In Castle Hall
1:20 p. in.....
No.
1....
Visiting
Knigati
tre cordially lnvit No. 8.... 6:10 a. m
tfi. Chas LlebacB No. 7.... 4:20 p. m
.... 6:35 p. m
Chancellor No.
ner,
Commander. Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
Seal.
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v

LOCAL TIME CARD

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially Invited'. Richard

I

to

j.

Pecri-in- n

I.

Kar

Responsible?

T. Davis. Dictator;

in-X-

1913.

(Seal)

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second a
A. M. Regular com
fourtn Thursday
mi
evening
munication first and
month at W ij w. Hall.
lsittt
third Thursday In
brothers cordially invited. Howard
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The obedience of children is often
made difficult by parental uncertainty,
HUNKER & HUNKER
says the Ladies Home Journal. It
H. Hunker Chester A H
Georftft
FOR SALE Our automobi'ie, fully
is sometimes forgotten that obedience
Attorneyt-at-LaIs a virtue for which the
equipped, many extras; $500. Agua
'
ex New
Las Vegas.
Pura Co.
of two persons is essential; one to
ive the orders, the other to carry
them out. The initial condition Is a
DENTIST
judicious, firm and well considered
.giving of orders. Nothing is so deDR. F. B. HUXMANN
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 217
moralizing to workmen or soldiers as
a series of hasty, unadvised and con- dogs.
Dentist
Railroad avenue; railroad men preThe team sprang out toward the
With all the
tradictory commands.
orU of any iiescripiin.
Denial
ferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.
led by Don, but before they
river,
sense
world
in
the
of
the
willingness
saw a dog team rar
iiioderat
readied
it
prtceti
picara
distrust which is tlids awakened sugaway to the left, also heading for the
Room
FOR RENT Seven room nouse and
Center Work. Tel. Male
gests disobedience.
was no doubt but that it
Kast Las Vcas, N M
The trouble with many children who river. There
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.
Picard was sure
seem not to know how to obey la that was Black Henri.
Ice
him now If the
uieir parents do not know how to he could overhaul
Professional Health Culture for Ladl- - FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
command. The orders are given has- held.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
houses on Eleventh street. Call 30
his
Black Henri, looking back, saw
tily and changed readily on petition.
General Massage, Hair and 8cai)
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
liven an unwillingness to obey Is pursuer for the first time. He leaned
forward, and vainly tried to get more
Cow (about to have her photo Treatment, Facial Massage, Manlcurt
i. ada sufficient reason for withdrawPlaza Hotel.
speed out of his tired team. Sud taken) Dear me, M feel so nervous.
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
ing' the injunction. Some of the disDog What seems to be the trouble? Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. i
cipline of young children is as fool denly his eyes distended with horror,
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
I am afraid my
ish as the mother who says in an' for he saw a deadly danger. Then
Cow Why er
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
ewer to the question "Why?" "Be he smiled, for he saw a chance to horns are not on straight
176.
went
Crack!
his
cheat
whip,
cause! And you know, Johnny, that
again.
CARRIAGE
when mother says 'Because' she al and the leader leaped out, but seeing
AUTOMOBILE,
ONE CONSOLATION
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
ways means 'Because!'"
The child the danger at the same Instant, turn
AMD
hill. Phone Purple 5301.
quickly perceives that the parental ed sharply only to find the stinging
PAINTING
SIGN
discipline has no more sense In it than lash wrapped around his nose. He
that The disobedience which ensues shied back and plunged ahead just
N.
as Black Henri rolled safely from
Is a fair expression of distrust Obe429 GRAND AVE.
dience begins with respect But re the sledge. Now the dog tried to
LOST Between Schaefer's
rest
too
was
for
the
but
it
late,
spect is forfeited when It is made stop,
drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
plain that the commands are not Intel- of the team crowded him into the
Return to 722 Fifth street and reopen water of a submerged ice crevligently given.
ice.
ceive reward.
Picard, close behind, had been get
Who Is

grapple
ting ready
Glady's had been naughty, so
and
Don,
emy,
seeing tne leading
In
was
mother
forced
that
her
fact,
ty,
ahead, was misstraight
running
dogs
to have recourse to the time honored
led and ran so close to the open wa
and only effective remedy In such
ter that he barely had room in which
jcases.
to swing to one side. As he turned
i
This operation being successfully Picard's
warning: "Don!" rang out,
but painfully completed, the little girl but it was
useless, for a red-ho- t
sank into her mother's lap disconsoand
across his
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SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

No. 7250

Eliseo Montoya,
Defendant.
You Eliseo Montoya, defendant in
the above entitled cause, are hereby
notified that a suit for divorce nas
been commenced against you in the
above entitled court by said Albhnita
Portillos de Montoya, the plaintiff,
jon the grounds of abandonment, cruel
and inhuman treatment, and failure to
support plaintiff, according to your
means, station in life and ability, as
alleged and shown in the complaint
Bang By the way, old fellow', can filed in said cause.
you let me have two for a week?
That unless you enter or cause to be
Wang Sorry, but I've only got a entered your appearance In said cause
dollar.
on or before the 30th day of August
Bang All right let me have that
A. D. 1913 decree pro confesso and
for two weeks.
judgment by default will be entered
therein against you.
POOR MAN
The name and postoffice adrdess of
plaltnlffs attorney is Wm. G. Haydon,
WM.M
East Las Vegas, N. M.
fit Toeneo
"iMi,j
Dated this 10th day of July A. D

as the bystanders
got hurriedly out
of the way. The
table went over
with a crash. Pic-ardodged a wild
swing Black Henri made at him
both men
and
went to the floor,
enemies,
deadly
and at least one
fought to kill. A
half moment of
fierce struggling,
and then Picard leaped lightly to his
feet.
"I win!" he, cried breathlessly, and
the crowd agreed with him, for more
than one had seen the disliked Black
Picard was
Henri steal the ace.
happy with the thought that Jule's obHe
jection would be withdrawn.
loved
could marry the girl he
and give her the protection he
had promised the day when she
had leaned close to his breast
her
and begged him to save
.from Black Henri, to whom her father had promised her hi marriage.
Black Henri, with Jules' consent,
Fi. aid to a game In
had challene-pewhich the ungual stakes were to be
the heart mid Imnd o Jules' daugh
ter. In despoil .:& he had cheated
and had lost lie slunk out of the
his
Trail's End saloon caressing
bruised face and cursing Picard.
Miles from the warm fire of the saloon, on the rough trail, a blinding
storm was raging. Suddenly out of
the entwined snowy haze a dark
smudge appeared and grew more
"Can't I sell you a dictionary?"
sharply outlined, till at last it devel- asked the enterprising book agent.
oped into six dogs and a sledge, be"No," answered the man with the
side which strode a man.
hunted look in his eye; "I don't need
They topped a rise, and started one. I married a college graduate."
down an incline. Presently the outfit
reached the bottom and the uttered
EVEN HERE
a cry of delight, for before him
stretched the broad level of the frozen
Mackenzie, swept partially clean of
snow by the furious winter winds.
The man was Picard, hot on the
trail of Black Henri, whom he learned
an hour after the fight, had started
for Jules' home to abduct the girl.
Picard' had the best dog team in the
great north, for Don, the leader, was a
descendant of a tried race of trail
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CHAPTER I.

The surprise which Gloria knew her
unexpected arrival would occasion
was even greater than she could imagine. Several things had happened
In Belmont recently to disturb David
IKerr, and he was in no frame of mind
:for further complications.
The stock-yard- s
company was beginning to hint at certain favors it
wished extended, and with an election
coming on, Kerr was in no mood for
iBuch concessions. Worse still, the
Belmont News had just changed ownership, and the new editor was not
idisplaying ' that subservient fealty
which had characterized all Belmont.
papers in the past. Already the News
'was snapping at his heels and asking
questions which were extremely pointed. To have Gloria descend upon him
jat such a time was too much for even
(David Kerr. His mastery of the situation caused him to have no great
fear for the stock-yardemands and
'the newspaper outcry, vexing problems though they were, but Gloria
Gloria in Belmont was quite another
proposition.
"Father, this Is Gloria," explained
David Kerr's daughter when she had
established telephone- connection with
Locust Lawn.
"Gloria!" he exclaimed. "Where
d

-

'are

you?"

"Here, in Belmont, at the station,
jl just came."
"How did it happen? I wasn't look-lin- g
for you."
"Aren't you glad to see me?"
- ".Glad to see yo.u? Of course I am,
but It's a surprise. When ' did" you
come? How do you happen to be
jhere? Wby didn't you let me know?"
"I wanted to surprise you," she
'I laughed. "Annabel Hitchcock's aunt
died, so we couldn't go to California,
I had nothing else to do, so I came
home. Wasn't that right?"
f "Exactly, exactly". But it's a bad
time to come to Belmont."
"I don't care, I'm so glad to be
home. How do I get out to Locust
Lawn?"
"You can't well wait there for me
to come in for you. Take a carriage
and tell the driver you want to go to
the end of the Townsend Park car
line. Walt for me in the drug store.
I'll get there almost as soon as you
I

do."

"Hurry, father, because I'm so anxious to see you. It's been an age
since I saw you, and you know I don't
know a thing about Belmont. I'm just
dying to meet everybody, and then
111 ask some of the girls out to visit
;me."

"We'll talk that over after awhile,"
iwas his noncommittal response. "Wait
for me at the drug store. Goodby."
The carriage drive through Belmont
land Townsend Park, a suburb, was of
educational value. It gave her an increasing respect for Belmont. Al-e
though there was no remarkable
district, there were occas onal
homes which denoted refinement' as
Iwell as comfortable circumstances.
resi-idenc-

David Kerr's daughter had been
taught about her father's town. The
number of automobiles also surprised
her. By the time she reached the
place appointed for her meeting with
her father there was not so much of
condescension in her attitude toward
Belmont.
This changing viewpoint did not
!xnean a Biminution
of enthusiasm,
jjlore than anything else it spurred
her curiosity. She realized that the
real Belmont was an advance over
iwhat she had been led to expect, just
how much only a dip into the social
whirl could reveal. The pleasurable
ipart of it all was that Glor'a was si. '.I
queen by right of inheritance. If the
kingdom was more extensive than sho
had thought, the court life would al.:o
be more brilliant.
Gloria had' not long to wait for licr
father. An
carriaje
with mud and drawn by fat bay
horses drew up before the rlruf; stcre.
Out of the vehicle a somewhat ponderous individual pulled himself a
smooth-shaveman who appeared 10
:be something over fifty, with heavy
jaws and piercing eyes which looked
clear through you from under beetling
With a cry the girl flung
eyebrows.
:herself upon him and smothered him
:with kisses.
"You old dear!" she exclaimed.
'"You haven't changed a bit. I'm so
glad to be at home with you. Isn't
'It just dandy to be back in Belmont!"
The man smiled. Even if he had
not changed, as she had sworn, he
recognized that she had changed. In
the two years since he had seen her,
out of the chrysalis had come the butterfly; and this radiant girl was his
daughter. For one brief instant he
unlocked the neglected chamber of his
heart which was the prison of the
past, and thought of Gloria's mother.
Then the present with its obligations
and its stern realities recalled him to
the life that was from the days that
once had been.
"Welcome home, daughter," he said,
making a peck in the general direction of her mouth do duty for an answering kiss. With David Kerr kissing had long ago become an obsolete
custom. Then, too, no one had ever
accused him of being unduly
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Seeing the negro driver bowing and
scraping, Gloria left her father to
speak to him. She might have forgotten Locust Lawn, but she had not
forgotten Locust Lawn's chief factotum. Old Tom, who had been In
Kerr's employ for a generation, had
been her constant companion when
she had outgrown the continuous
vigilance of her nurse.
"How d' you do, Tom," she said, extending her hand. "I don't believe
you remember me. Now, do you?"
"Bless yo' heart, Miss Glory,"
grinned the old negro, "I'd sholy know
you anywhares. An' It does me a
pow'ful sight o' good to see yon. Why,
chile, when you went away you wuz
jes' a little gal. An' now look at you;
woman. Ah
you's a reg'lar growed-ureckins you'll want to git mahried
soon. Hey?"
Gloria laughed; that same fresh, infectious laugh of hers which had
warned many a wary suitor that he
had not found the combination to her
heart and had brought him to that
plane of friendship on which he was
always welcome. As well try to describe Patti's singing, in the days
when her charm was greatest, as try
to describe Gloria's laugh. There be
those persons so presumptuous that
on hearing it would aver she had
never loved. Whether David Kerr was
one of those his countenance did not
betray. As he waited for her answer
to the question put her by the old
negro, a privileged servitor, his face
was as impassive as. ever It was on
the night of an election.
"Why, Tom," she explained when
she had ceased to laugh at the foolishness of the question, "I love everybody, of course, but nobody In the
wide, wide world like that. I'm never
going to marry any one; do you think
so?"
"Miss Glory, you neveh do know
what de Lord'll pervide. Look at me.
Ah done say dat, too, when I wuz
young lak you; but Ah's had fo' wives
already, an' man time ain't come to
die yit."
''All right, Tom. I don't know what
the Lord will provide, but I'm not going out of my way to help Providence."
The words of this colloquy were
neither more nor less than David Kerr
had anticipated. It was from the
spirit rather than from the wording
of her reply that the father sought to
ascertain the answer. It had been his
one hope that somewhere on her
travels she would meet a man worthy
the love of a woman such as she, that
she would marry him and never return to Belmont. Almost unconsciously, with that end vaguely in view, be
had been diminishing his activities.
He had money enough for Gloria's future, already she had her own income,
and his age made even power irksome. He would move away from
Belmont when Gloria married, and
when she came to visit him it would
be to some charming rural spot In the
east she loved so well. Other men
of his type had retired, why not he?
One had even raised a horse which
had won the greatest classic of the
English turf. But for him, he had
mused, there would be no such pursuits to bring him Into the public eye.
p
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"You Old .Dear!"

That he wished to avoid for Gloria's
sake. And now all his plans seemed
to be coming to naught Gloria had
come home, free of heart and anxious
to mingle in Belmont society.
The drive to Locust Lawn was uneventful. Gloria watched for landmarks along the way, and commented
on the changes twelve years had made.
Locust Lawn seemed closer to town
than in the old days. Most of her remarks about places they passed were
addressed to Tom, because together,
when she was a child, they had been
over the road many times. David
Kerr, never much of a conventionalism was content to listen, hoping
some chance speech might aid in clearing up the situation. Everything
Gloria said, however, seemed only a
confirmation of her determination to
enter at once Into Belmont's gayeties.
"Dar's de first sight o' Locust Lawn,
Miss Glory."

hill and Tom pointed with his whip
to a house on the next eminence.
Looking up, Gloria saw, not the estate
of her Imagination, but a square red
brick house looking rather desolate
through the bare branches of many
trees. Locust Lawn at the end of
winter was no enchanted fairy bower;
but she was far too clever a girl, and
far too good at heart, to betray any
disappointment To her the place was
home, and Bhe was anxious to recognize it as such.
The interior of the house was no
more inviting. As soon as possible
Gloria wandered from room to room,
her Inspection making her give' silent
thanks that she had not asked any of
her friends to join her in her descent
on Belmont. The wall paper with big
yellow flowers, the carpets with big
red flowers, the rocking chairs with
the crocheted tidies, and the marble-toppetable in the parlor with the
inevitable plush album upon it, were
no less distressing than the wax flowers under the glass case, the steel engraving of the Scotch Covenanters
worshiping in a mountain glen, and
the tin bathtub. She even gave thanks
that she had not brought a maid.
"Mistah K.," said a negro mammy,
putting her head in the door of the
living room after Kerr and his daughter had finished going over the house,
"Tom wants to knew ef you is goin'
to town dis mawnin'."
"No, Lily, I ain't going to town today. Tell Tom to send Yellow Sam
with the spring wagon for Gloria's
trunks.
"Dey's ben telephonln' you from
town. Dey say it's pow'ful lmpo'tant
business. Miss Glory, she done will-in- "
to stay wif me, jes' lak she use'
to. Ain't you, honey?"
To this Gloria gave laughing assent, but her father shook his head.
"I'm not going to town today. . And
tell the telephone operator not to connect any one with Locust Lawn all
day. I ain't going to be disturbed.
D' you understand?"
Aunt Lily, who probably was given
that name by some
Joker
because of her ebon hue, nodded her
acknowledgment of the order and withdrew.
The reasons David Kerr had for not
wishing to get into communication
with any one in Belmont were several,
but the most potent was his desire to
be uninterrupted while engaged in
studying his daughter and evolving
some plan whereby she could be .taken
frorn Belmont, before her slightest
suspicion iiad been aroused.
One episode in their tour of the
house had given hlnj. much comfort
Gloria had paused in the
d
parlor and gazed long at his
portrait, done in oils, over the marble
mantel. Then she had looked about
the room, and not finding what she
sought, had asked:
"Where Is one of my mother?"
"There is none," he confessed, and
added quickly, "but I'm going to have
one painted for you.. That was given
me recently by the First Ward club."
"What's the First Ward club?"
"A political organization."
"Politics! Do you know anything
about politics?"
David Kerr almost smiled.
"I don't know whether the president is a Democrat or a Republican,"
she added.
"Don't bother about it."
"Oh, I'm not going to; I don't want
to be a suffragette and march in a
parade and be put in jail on bread
and water. I don't even read about
f
it."
Her absolute ignorance of politics,
nothing remarkable in a girl of her
years and training, was no small grain
of comfort to her father.
It was not until after luncheon that
Gloria disclosed the subject nearest
her heart. Her father, like a wise
general, permitted her to open the
He had never been a
engagement
man to exrt more strength than was
necessary for the discomfiture of the
enemy. He wanted all her batteries
unmasked, all her forces engaged, before he brought his own side into action.
For some time they sat in silence
in the living room, ga.ing into the
open wood fire. More than once Kerr
thought his daughter was about to
sptak, bat each time she seemed to
think better of it or else lose her
courage. He knew that something
weighed on her mind, for she was
much quieter than was her wont.
"I know I'm going to like Belmont
very much," she ventured at last.
"And I want Belmont to like me. My
coming home is different from that of
other girls I know. At Annabel's or
Jane Leigh's or any of the girls' homes
we haven't been in the house ten minutes before the telephone begins to
ring. In half an hour there are enough
engagements to last a week. In Belmont I don't know any one yet."
This was not said in any tone of
complaint. SI13 could not dream of
such a thing, because her father's position was such that her lack of
friends was only a temporary embarrassment. She knew that well enough.
As for David Kerr, he made no comment, desirous of hearing her at greater length.
"If I had known that I was coming
home I would have brought soms of
the girls with me." She did not allow him to know that the house had
not come up to her expectations. "I'm
glad, I didn't because I don't know any
one here yet, and although we'd all
be received at once I eouMn't make
it as pleasant for them as I can after
I have had an intimate
knowledge of
things. After you once introduce me
I think I can begin to plan for the
girls, i'ra under obligations to every
single, girl I know. I don't mean singleunmarried. But I might as well,
because married girls don't go visiting around the country."
"I thought you entertained In the

They had just reached the top of a east"
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"I did, but girls like to get to a new
place. They're not looking for any
body, but the wider your territory the
more certain it is that lightning will
strike you."
"You've had a pretty wide terri
tory,' was her father's dry rejoinder.
"But I always ran for cover when I
saw a storm coming."
"I thought you'd come home en
gaged to a duke or a count at the
least. Didn't you see any men you
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liked?"

them all, father, but I
haven't seen a foreigner I'd marry
They're nice enough to talk to and
dance with and to bring an ice at a
ball, but no more than that. But noth
ing worries me; I'm going to stay
nere and keep house for you."
"It ain't much of a house, Gloria.
You see, I ain't ever had any women
folk around here, and the place 'bout
runs itself, 'cept what the niggers
ao. rou won't like it, I'm afraid."
"I'll like it well enough. You don't
know how I've envied other
girls their
1

liked
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nomes.
"I tell you what you do. Go on to
California now I'll go with you, if
you say so, and stay till you git settled with some of your friends. Then
I'll come back and have the house
fixed up so's when you come again
it'll be just what you want."
Kerr felt that if he could get her
away De could see to it that she did
not return, even at the cost of his
leaving Belmont a year or two sooner
than he had planned. To this bur
gestion Gloria did not accede. There
was her curiosity about Belmont and
her desire, something one who felt
there was no depth to her nature
could not understand, for a home.
"What! go away, and miss all the
fun of fixing up the house!" she exclaimed. "No, sir, daddy. I'm going
to stay right here and make pies in
the morning, have teas in the afternoons and go to the theaters at
night;
And you're going with me."
Kerr
made a deprecating gesture, but she
quickly overruled him. "Don't say a
word.
You're going, and tonight's
the night we start. We're golnj- - to

You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a

o
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the theater tonight."
Then Gloria told of a girl she had
seen on the train who had come to
Belmont to a theater party. She explained to her father that no occasion
would give her a better opportunity
to see the Belmont of which she was
to be a part than that offered that
evening. In all likelihood she would
meet a number of persons between
the acts. From her point of view she
suggested so many good reasons that
hej father was afraid to interpose
any objection at the time!
The arrival of Gloria's trunks put
an end to further conversation, as she
went to superintend their unpacking.
Long after she had gone, David Kerr
sat gazing into the fire. Many a time
he had sat in that room and planned
each move of a political campaign
from its inception to final victory and
had seen those plans carried out to
the letter. But here was a campaign,
if he should undertake it, which would
be different. He would not be fighting
on his own ground where he was sure
of himself; and into It would enter
those unknown, unstable factors

OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on
subscriptions.

women.

Kerr was proud of his daughter.
He recognized that she deserved to
associate with the best families. If
she was to remain in Belmont he
would see to it that she had a social
position which would be above cavil.
This much decided, there came the
question of how it could be brought
to pass. The fire had burned low in
the grate before he had considered all
sides of the question. When he rose
from his chair and went to the telephone he had determined upon the
only course which would have as' its
result the launching of Gloria as a
debutante In Belmont's exclusive circles.
Great was the surprise In the box
office of the . Belmont opera house
when there came from David Kerr a
request for a box. He telephoned to
set it aside for him, that he did not
know whether or not he would use it,
but that he would send a check for
The
the amount in the morning.
much flustered treasurer stammered
that he would be most happy to put
the box at Mr. Kerr's disposal and
have him as a guest of the theater,
but Mr. Kerr inquired the price of
the box and closed the conversation
by repeating that he would send a
check for the amount In the morning.
And great was the surprise of the
servants when at dinner the master
of Locust Lawn appeared in evening
clothes.
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Cut out this coupon, write in your

r

name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.

Go-Cyc- le

'

Please enter my subscription to the Las
for which I agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance S
Nami

(To be Continued Tomorrow)

Address
THE HEART
Don't overlook the grave fact that
rheumatism easily "settles in the
heart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists in removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
''
and Btrenstlien the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen joints, backache,
irre!H)larili'"i and disturbed heart
O. G. Sohaefer
action. Try them
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
RHEUMATISM

AND

be
given absolutely free to
Go-Cyc-

to

le

Nmt ol boy

or girt

One

KENTUCKY ENCAMPMENT
Middlesboro, Ky., July 18 Nearly
2,000 soldiers of the Kentucky National guard pitched tent here today at

the opening of their annual state encampment. The encampment will continue an entire week. One of the
most Important features wi'il be a
sham battle in the historic Cumberland Gap on the old Boone trail. Cumnotei as one of the
berland Gap
main passways between tho north and
the south and was taken and1 retaken
by both sidea during the civil war.
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CAMP NOW READY

LOCAL NEWS

ABOUT
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IT IS "THE

FOR GENERAL

8:01

EU

o'clock this evening.

Let Us Hocve Your .Order

Adv.
Dr. W. R. Tipton has purchased a
new Hupmoblle touring car and. his

St earns Store

friends are waiting

for their ride,

which no doubt wili be forthcoming.

"The Battle for Freedom," a two
reel feature that will make you sit
up and take notice. Photoplay tonight
and Saturday.
Adv.

W

YOU CAN GET
ICE COLD BUTTER fllLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANYTIME - 15c GALLON
: snared

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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"The Battle for Freedom," an his
torically correct reproduction of the
battles of the Boer war at the PhotoAdT.
play tonight and Saturday.
Some of the down town people are.
sitting quite still while the city
street gang .to clean the weeds
from in front of their places while
citizens in the residence section 'are
compelled to remove the weeds themselves, or have it done at their own
expense.
M. C. Whitcomb,
for the past 18
months cashier at the Castaneda, has
received a promotion to the position
of cashier of the Harvey house sit
He will leave soon fo
Albuquerqne.
that place to enter his new duties. R
W. Lord of Trinidad will succeed M
Whitcomb here.

number of standing cases that
had, been postponed on account of the
absence of Judge D. R. Murray were
brought Into court this morning and
settled. They were all the usual
"drunk" affairs and the four men who
were arraigned pleaded guilty and set
tled with the judge. Santa Fe Officer
Dixon this morniner arrested Atnartn
Ortiz and Ciniado Garcia for trespass
ing on Santa Fe property. They refused to pay back fare and were
brought before Judge D. R. Murray
this morning and assessed the costs
of the case.
A

Secretary P. H. Le Noir of the Y.
M. C. A., today received a notice from
F. O. Blood, president of the Carnegie
public library board, to the effect that
he will be allowed to take a number
of the books from the library to the

JMtl

LeNoir said last night regarding the
camp:
"The Y. M .C. A. camp is no longer
an experiment. We have just finish
ed our first two weeks of running,
and if a bunch of satisfied boys and
delighted visitors means anything the
camp is a big go. So thoroughly taken
with the camp were the boys that a
number will remain all season.
"The last day of the camp for the
boys was a memorable one. Relay
races, baseball games and the finals
in the camp inspection were some of
the events. The 4ent inspection was
based on. five counts: general appearance, neatness, floor, bed and out
side the tent, No. 3 won the prize.
The occupants were Theodore Skin
ner, Ben Strickfaddem, Marshall Skin- son, Ray Palmed and1 Merl Williams.
"The large campfire will be remem
bered, I am sure, by the boys for a
long time. With the visitors from
Porvenir, a group of 40 were seated
around the fire. There were recitations, songs and then eacbjc boy got
up and told what the two weeks out
ing meant to him.
'The last few minutes was spent,
with the secetary, in a resume of the
two weeks. Many incidents were
discussed. Weaknesses were pointed
out and the leader showed where a
Iitt'Je lightening up Here and there
would make the boys better fitted
for their fight in life. Then the les
son, that clean thoughts,
clean
speech, a clean life and character,
were up above al'i things, was brought
home to the boys.
"Three cheers were given for Mrs.
Lewis, who has charge of the kitchen.
and who by the way made a tremen
dous hit not only with the boys but
all who have visited the camp; three
cheers for their leader, three cheers
for the camp and then a'il hiked for
the hay.
"Not a boy sick or Injured is the
record we bring back, and everyone
benefited.
"From now on the camp is open to
the public. We want the folks of Las
Vegas to visit us so that they can
pass the word along to their friends
and relatives outside the city.
"We've got everything scenery,
climate, a camp pronounced perfect
and' an ideal vacation for any who
may want such."

We offer for tomorrow 50c neckY. M. C. A., camp for the benefit of wear for 23c at Taichert's.--Ad- v.
the patrons. This will prove to be an
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
interesting feature of the camp, as
those who spend vacations at the camp
FOR SALE Bran and ground barley
will be allowed the privilege of readfor feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
ing all the lates t literature. The
east of the power house..
books will be changed as often as
necessary, thus assuring the best of FOR SALE Good milch cow. In- quire at Optic.
selections.

We Do As We Advertise
We are not afraid of our prices
as everything is marked in
plain figures at the right prices.
A liberal discount for cash al-
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Come in and see the

PORCELOID LINED

Vtf;sJiV

lowed.

A hfoh rrade re

todav.

frigerator at a reasonable price

Brass Beds
All sizes with
week for cash

c1

M"K"B

H1SV

or overstate.

posts this
$9.g5

Porch Furniture

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
--

COMPLETE

FURNISHERS OF THE

HOME- -

Porch Swings and Hammocks,
off for this week.

Dressers and Chiffoniers
1 5

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier

off for this ffeek

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

M KEITH
Opposite

Y. M. C. A.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

The First National Bank of Albu
querque has petitioned the district
court of Bernalillo county to appoint
a receiver for the Albuquerque

OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital,
Gold dollars for 50c.
Washington
trousers for men and young men, the

finest worsteds worth
$4.50.
Saturday only.

$100,000

N

M

Surplus, and Undivided

.i.i

000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Baukici

the pair
Taichert's.

$9,

AdT.

Juan M. Tapia, who resides in pre
cinct No. 1, has applied at the court
house for $4 as bounty upon two coyotes killed by him near his home re
cently.

Interest Paid on

Time Deposits

A

marriage license was issued this
morning at the court house to Marce-linLucero, aged 19 and Eugenia Baca, aged 18. Both are residents of
Las Vegas.

FlllLV EQUIPPFIHT

The Trumbull bowling team defeated the Duncans last night at the
Elks' alleys by a decisive score. The
individual scores will be announced
tomorrow.
Special opportunity is knocking at
your door. Any liostonian oxford
shoe will be on sale for $2.85, Saturday only 9 a. m. to 9:30 p. m. $4 and
$5 values at Taichert's Clothing Store
Adv.

Evangelist Runyan is organizing a
junior chorus to aid in the revival
campaign. The members of this chorus will assist in the singing at the
Baptist church this evening.
Don't
fail to hear them.
Schedule of cars during the en
campment. Sixth, and Douglas to asylum. Hourly to asylum from 1 p. m.
to 6 p. m.; 15 minute service from
0:45 p. m. to 9 p. m.; 30 minute
from 9 p. m. to 11 p. m. Last
oar leaves Sixth and Douglas at "11 p.

ter-vic- e

m.

Keeping up with their neighbors'
record the Optic and Scotty Smith
this morning were victims of a fire
scare. At 8:30 o'cIock a small blaze
started in the fence dividing the
Optic and Smith properties. An
alarm was turned in by a passing citizen, but when the department arrived
the blaze had been extinguished by
a number of the optic's printing
force who with scientific methods
finally succeeded in subduing the
Maze that might have meant that
the Optic would publish no paper
this evening. The cause, of the fire
is not known, but It was probably
due to some careless person dropping
a match near the fence. The damage
was slight.

SfCTfO!

miSm.-

you to know that
every word in our ads is the
truth. We do not exaggerate

want

We

The Flaming Arrow," a mammoth
Secretary p. h. LeNoir and the
two reel feature at the Brown tonight members
of the Junior class of the Y
only.
Adr. M. C. A. who have been spending the
first two weeks" at the Y. M. C. A.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, ageJ camp near El
Porvenjr, returned
in wood. Direct from the distillery home
The camp is now
yesterday.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
open to the general public. Secrery

"The Flaming Arrow," one of 101
Bisons best productions. The Browne
tonight on'iy. No advance in price.

We cannot afford to lose

PUBLIC

Miss Mamie Marsh, has entered the Y. M. C. A.
SUMMER HOTEL IN
employ of the Cellers Dry Goods
GALLINAS CANYON IS PROVING A SUCCESS

Adv,

l

HH
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Try a dram ot oia Taylor Bour
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.

FOR PRESERVING

WE DO NOT SELL A CHEAP REFRIGERATOR

-

YOUR BOOR

fj

J

OVERLAND MOD

59 T

Telephone or cafl and we wHI have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas AoromolJile
Phone Mahi 344.

I

MacSiioe

Vhalen.

&

Fowler Prcps

AUTO DELIVERY
atlVAH
Insures
Deliveries
Prompt

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

Co

WAG OH

at minimum Expense

and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than Lorse power

;

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

will always be a success if you serve Chase
&SMnobrnVs'

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food ta.stis good witn it

THE GBAAF ft HAYWARD CO. 'STORE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.
TfcB

Hoid of Ilia Bast of Everyliiing Eatable

FOTDY

BEADS TOE LAS' VEGAS OPTIC

The East Las Vegas apd E. Romero
fire departments answered a call at
Graaf & Hayward's store last night
about 9:45 o'clock to extinguish" a
blaze in the bakery department. Terry McGovern, the merchants' policeman, was passing the alley between
Douglas and Lincoln on Sixth street
whei he noticed smoke pouring from
one of the sheds back of the store.
He turned in an alarm which was answered by both departments. The E.
Romeros, however, were not needed,
as the fire was under control by the
time they arrived. About $100 damage was done by smoke and water.
The goods were covered by insurance.
The fire is thought to have been
started by some natives who were
seen in the alley just before the fire
was noticed.

OAKERY GOODS

There will be a public meeting to
night in the rooms of the Commercial
clubs for the purpose of discussing
the Sanat Fe's proposition for deeding
the Montezuma property at the Hot
Springs to the Las Vegas Y. M. C. A.
All persons interested are invited to
be present. The meeting will begin

at

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE
We

evre

head-

quarters for fresh
and
Fruits in Season

Vegetables

STRAWBERRIES AN
CHERRIES

EVERY DAY

IC.D.BOUCKER
H

PHONE MAIN 4 and

24

s'.y
WW 1
mill,

1'

8 o'clock.

33
per cent off on Adler Ro
chester suits. We also have placed on
sale men's and young men's suits, all
wool Norfolks and Conservative models for $12.95. Come In and look
over our values. You will save 50c
on the dolalr. Taichert's Adv.
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Milton W. Milligan Is made defendant in a suit in ejectment filed in the
district court by Daniel T: Hoskins,
trustee for the lands deeded three
years ago to the Camfield Development company by the board of trustees of the Las Vegas land grant. The
suit alleges that Milligan,
several
months ago, entered upon the premises thereby damaging the plaintiff
corporation to the amount of $300.
The plaintiff asks that Milligan be
ejected. and that damages be awarded
in the sum of $300, together with the
costs of the case.
"HARVEY'S"

Famous mountain ranch; 31st
Old management; old rates. Carriage out every Saturday. Leave
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

CHARLES r ILFELD COMPANY, A&snlss

FOR. SALE
r
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Furniture of a

house complete, including a very handsome
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.

birds-ey- e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell al'i together if possible.
CALL OR PHONE

'

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

,

Prest. and Mgr.
603 Lincoln

,

Avenue.

